
Dear Sister Shizuko, 

                                              HARMONY 

Amidst all the chaos in the world, Man seeks HARMONY 

That is the overwhelming call of Mankind to all…. 

Harmony is defined as a combinaFon of simultaneous musical notes 

In a chord; unity of purpose; internal calm and tranquility 

SERENITY now as we strive to bring harmony in our lives 

IT CAN BE FOUND: 

In a quiet home in a small village filled with love of family 

In a musical recital as the orchestra pracFces each instrument 

Bringing unity to a masterpiece 

In a studio as a painter uses a palate to merge colors and lines 

Bringing life to a landscape or figure  

In a relaFonship, two parFes seek love and understanding 

Bringing joy and fulfillment in their marriage 

At a Fme when the world seems to be falling apart, what we need is HARMONY 

Which is displayed in Sister’s Sue unique arFsFc creaFon; a combinaFon of figures, lines and colors 

Every trace and every color represents a feeling and emoFon; every line speaks from her heart. 

It resonates to the viewer like me, her message of True Love and Understanding which is so necessary 

In our daily lives.  



She expresses through her painFng Man’s Universal desire for Peace in a troubled world filled with 
anguish, pain and suffering. 

 She allows the viewer to dwell in her human emoFons of Forgiveness, Love and Empathy for others, 

They are cornerstones in our lives to make a BeXer world for us all. 

Thus, her painFng brings to life that message as we seek a BeXer tomorrow with Peace, Love and Hope 

In her mind as an arFst. She establishes HARMONY in her expression of lines and figures as she looks  

At life through her brush and her canvas 

SHIZUKO GREENBLATT has succeeded in creaFng another Masterpiece 

As she brings to the audience, her innermost feelings and expressions 

Making the viewer one with her in her portrayal of HARMONY 

I am so proud of her work as she adds another dimension to her 
painFngs and establishes another feather in her cap of achievements 

Which makes viewers like me marvel at her talent and ability 

CONGRATULATIONS! Sister Shizuko for your GIFT 

And my piece of wriFng, I present to you as my gi] this Christmas 

MERRY CHRISTMAS MY DEAR and A HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

With love and graFtude, 

Raqui
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